2024 Olympic Sailing Competition

Laser & Laser Radial Classes

A submission from the Italian Sailing Federation

Purpose or Objective

To make sure the Laser classes comply with applicable MNA laws and regulations as well as with the European antitrust rules and regulations.

Proposal

That the Laser classes, standard and radial, shall be posted “under review”, above and regardless of the quota of classes that will be posted “under review” for the 2024 Olympic Games accordingly to the incoming regulation.

Current Position

None

Reasons

To make sure the Laser classes comply with applicable MNAs laws and regulations, as well as with European antitrust rules and regulations.

In the specific Italian case, the international Laser class is recognizing and supporting a National Laser Class association that is constituted not respecting the Italian law for such a kind of associations and, therefore, is not recognizable by FIV not having the minimum requirements. This has been confirmed in all the available Italian court decrees. This situation is creating an unacceptable prejudice against the Italian Sailors and the MNA. All this information has been accessible to the Laser Class for years.